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Abstract: In a Pay What You Want (PWYW) setting companies empower their customers to fix the 
prices buyers voluntarily pay for a delivered product or service. The seller agrees to any price (in-
cluding zero) customers are paying. For about ten years researchers empirically investigate cus-
tomer reactions to and economic outcomes of this pricing method. The present paper distinguishes 
PWYW from other voluntary payment mechanisms and reviews 72 English- or German-speaking 
PWYW publications, which appeared between January 2006 and September 2016 and contain 97 
independent empirical data sets. Prior PWYW research is structured with the help of a conceptual 
framework which incorporates payment procedure design, buyer, seller, focal sales object and 
market context characteristics as factors potentially influencing customer perceptions of the 
PWYW scheme and their behavioral reactions to PWYW offers. The review discusses both consistent 
key findings as well as contradictory results and derives recommendations for future empirical 
PWYW research efforts. 
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Introduction 
In the recent past various types of customer-centered pricing procedures have attracted 
substantial attention among management researchers and practitioners. The common 
feature of the various “participative” price setting approaches is that they do not rely on 
one fixed price, which the seller unilaterally determines as valid for any buyer of a prod-
uct. Rather the schemes invite customers to actively influence the prices they pay which 
in turn results in additional price differentiation and individualization (Gahler, 2016; 
Kim et al., 2009; Stegemann, 2014). One such procedure is “Pay-What-You-Want” 
(PWYW) pricing. It involves the complete delegation of the power to set prices to buyers 
in transactions that do not cover several sellers or buyers competing for the same order 
or offering, respectively, but concern exactly one vendor and one customer. The buyers 
solely decide whether, and where appropriate, how much they pay to sellers for the 
goods consumed. The supplier consciously agrees to accept any price set by the buyer. 
Consequently, the provider is not entitled to withdraw from a sale even if the customer 
pays nothing (i.e., a price of zero) or an amount that falls below a minimal threshold val-
ue of the seller (unknown to the customer) as in the case of the “Name-Your-Own-Price” 
procedure (Fay, 2004). The English-speaking literature also uses the terms “Pay What 
You Think It Is Worth” (El Harbi et al., 2014), “Pay What You Believe Is Fair” (Sleesman 
and Conlon, 2016), “Pay As You Wish” (Bertini and Koenigsberg, 2014), “Pay What You 
Like” (Fernandez and Nahata, 2009), “Pay What You Can” (Saccardo et al., 2015) and 
“Pick Your Own Price” (Bourreau et al., 2015) as synonyms for the PWYW pricing meth-
od. 

The PWYW procedure is a variant of “voluntary market payment mechanisms” 
(Natter and Kaufmann, 2015, p. 149) that additionally encompass tipping, donations, gift 
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giving and trust-based billing methods (“honor systems”). Five attributes listed in Figure 
1 are key to distinguishing the PWYW approach from the four other payment methods 
where buyers also independently decide on the size of their payments to suppliers. Ac-
cordingly, the PWYW method differs from the remaining mechanisms mentioned in Fig-
ure 1 through its focus on representing a financial compensation for the core instead of 
an ancillary product of the vendor. Furthermore, in the PWYW case customers are pay-
ing for themselves, not for others (cf. Jung et al., 2014a) and not primarily for pro-social 
or ethical purposes (e.g., charity). Finally, in a PWYW setting sellers do not appeal to 
buyers to pay a (fixed) price named beforehand in situations in which vendors do not 
monitor the extent to which buyers actually pay the posted “official” price (e.g., trust- or 
honesty-based payments for flowers, fruit, sweets or newspapers provided at unmanned 
points of sales; see Schlüter and Vollan, 2015). 

The literature is rather mixed in assessing the degree of novelty of the PWYW 
idea and its dissemination in management practice. The majority of the authors claim 
that the method is “innovative” (Schons et al., 2014, p. 26). In contrast, a few contribu-
tions take the opposite view that PWYW pricing is “neither novel nor uncommon in 
practice” (Stegemann, 2014, p. 3) because cultural institutions (e.g., museums) and 
street artists have resorted to this approach for a long time and because the authors be-
lieve that a considerable number of firms from a broad range of industries is already us-
ing the PWYW method (Mak et al., 2015; Natter and Kaufmann, 2015; Stegemann, 2014). 

At first glance, the supply of goods under PWYW conditions is inconsistent with 
classical economic theory because according to its predictions purely selfish buyers 
would always take products without paying any money with the outcome that sellers in-
evitably suffer losses. However, noting that customers do not only incur monetary but 
also social, psychological or moral transaction costs on markets (e.g. perceived lack of 
fairness, social or self-image concerns) it may be “rational” or “profit maximizing” for 
buyers to pay prices > 0 when facing PWYW offerings (Gneezy et al., 2012; Lee et al., 
2015; Natter and Kaufmann, 2015; Santana and Morwitz, 2013). In a similar vein, sup-
pliers may rate an introduction of the PWYW method as being commercially advanta-
geous for them because they expect that its use will improve the awareness for their of-
ferings and their overall image among potential customers. These effects in turn, may 
increase the sales volume or the average unit price for goods sold under PWYW condi-
tions or other products offered at conventional fixed prices (Kim et al., 2010b; Riener 
and Traxler, 2012).  

Against the background of such potential benefits of PWYW pricing plans it 
should not come as a surprise that meanwhile, there is a considerable number of schol-
arly empirical PWYW studies mainly authored by economists and psychologists. In the 
face of the significant and quickly growing volume of research on PWYW pricing several 
authors have already tried to summarize the available evidence (Greiff and Egbert, 
2016; Natter and Kaufmann, 2015; Pöyry, 2015; Stegemann, 2014). Unfortunately, the 
previous reviews consider much less than half of the relevant publications and omit im-
portant subject areas of empirical work on PWYW pricing. Hence, a full review of the 
empirical PWYW literature is still missing.  
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Therefore, the present paper’s objective is to provide a comprehensive conceptu-
al framework for structuring the main thematic areas covered in empirical PWYW stud-
ies and to use the framework to organize and discuss the relevant findings, to identify 
research gaps and derive overall implications for PWYW applications in practice. For re-
searchers in the fields of consumer behavior and pricing such a review ought to be valu-
able because it provides them with a quick to read overview of the state of empirical 
knowledge on the PWYW approach. In addition, management practitioners should bene-
fit from a research summary, which derives clues for a better design of PWYW pricing in 
corporations and other types of organizations. 

Figure 1. Profile of voluntary payment mechanisms in commercial transactions on moral 
markets 

Source: Author’s own design.

The article is structured as follows. Firstly, we explain the procedures to identify 
and select empirical PWYW contributions for the present review. Then, we report de-
scriptive statistics with regard to method characteristics of the investigations, which are 
pivotal to the summary, and develop a conceptual framework organizing the subject 
fields addressed in PWYW studies. Subsequently, we use this framework to summarize 
the empirical evidence on factors significantly influencing the acceptance of PWYW of-
ferings and voluntary payment amounts at the level of the individual consumer. We pro-
ceed with a discussion of findings concerning customer perceptions of PWYW price 
plans and an analysis of empirical work containing evaluations of the business effects of 
PWYW pricing at the organizational level. We conclude with general implications for fu-
ture PWYW research and overarching notes regarding conductive conditions and design 
principles for practical PWYW applications. 

Identification, method profile and systematization of empirical PWYW 
evidence 
Study identification and selection procedures 
To identify empirical PWYW work published either in English or in German as compre-
hensively as possible, we supplemented an initial Google scholar search by scanning the 
following online (meta-) databases of commercial and non-profit publishers and infor-
mation brokers: EBSCOhost (including EconLit, PsycINFO, Sociological Collections), 
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Elsevier (Science Direct, Scopus), Emerald, Inderscience, JSTOR, ProQuest (inter alia So-
ciological Abstracts), PubMed, Sage, Springer, Web of Science and Wiley. The keywords 
“pay what you want/can/like/think it is worth/wish”, “innovative/participative pricing” 
and “voluntary payment” served as starting points. Identified publications were checked 
for potentially relevant, previously unknown references. We concluded our search on 
30th September 2016. 

Then we refined the selection to leave only papers that contain empirical PWYW 
pricing analyses based on self-collected data. In doing so, we classified three research 
streams as not being directly relevant and excluded each of them from the in-depth 
analysis. Firstly, all contributions developing microeconomic models mainly to work out 
preconditions for generating seller profits from PWYW offers were eliminated if they did 
not contain tests of the validity of their model with empirical primary data. Accordingly, 
our review does not count, for instance, the articles of Chao et al. (2015), Greiff et al. 
(2014), Isaac et al. (2015), Kahsay and Samahita (2015) or Tudón (2015) as empirical 
contributions. Secondly, empirical work on tipping, donations, customer gifts and trust-/ 
honor-based billing variants was not included, because these four voluntary market 
payment mechanisms differ in terms of important attributes from the PWYW price set-
ting approach (see Figure 1). Apart from that, excellent research reviews for these par-
ticipative, voluntary payment procedures are already available (Azar, 2007; Bekkers and 
Wiepking, 2011; Natter and Kaufmann, 2015; Schlüter and Vollan, 2015). Thirdly, we 
excluded laboratory studies of so-called “dictator games” in which individuals act as 
payers or recipients of money (see the reviews of Engel, 2011; Mousazadeh and 
Izadkhah, 2015). The reason for this elimination is that the payment situations artificial-
ly created in this type of experimental research differ fundamentally from PWYW pric-
ing, because payments in such games are not linked to the purchase and sale of any 
good. 

As a result, the present synopsis focuses on academic empirical primary studies, 
which each look at a larger number of PWYW transactions and either explore correlates 
of the level of prices determined independently by buyers or compare behavioral reac-
tions of customers confronted with the PWYW method with those observed in case that 
other pricing setting mechanisms are in place. Hence, the limited set of studies that 
merely report distributions of PWYW prices in a sample of transactions (e.g., Chen and 
Liang, 2014; Lynn, 1990; Steiner, 1997) is only of marginal importance for this review. 
The application of the criteria described above resulted in the inclusion of 72 empirical 
PWYW studies, which contain 97 independent data sets and were published between 
2006 and 2016, in our substantive detailed analysis. The reference list of the present 
paper marks these 72 sources by an asterisk. 

Profile of the methods of the reviewed studies 
This subchapter profiles the methodological design of the 97 data sets under review in 
terms of the following five attributes: (1) sample size, (2) type of study subjects/buyers 
(student or non-student customers), (3) type of transaction situation and of payment 
measures associated with the situation (field study of real payment behaviors or ficti-
tious/hypothetical intentions to pay according to questionnaire responses), (4) tem-
poral structure of the data collection and analysis and (5) category of goods sold under 
PWYW conditions. 

The total number of PWYW transactions covered in those 96 studies reporting 
sample size statistics amounts to 30,634,507. Of this total, 98.7 % are attributable to the 
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two investigations of Bourreau et al. (2015), who studied sales data of music albums, 
and of Gneezy et al. (2010), who gathered PWYW data of roller coaster customers of-
fered a photo taken during their ride. Leaving these two studies aside, the overall num-
ber of PWYW transactions in the remaining 94 data sets is 407,131. The number of 
transactions underlying an analysis varies between 22 and 81,641. 16.0 % of the da-
tasets include less than 100 purchases, 46.8 % between 100 and 499 cases, 16.0 % be-
tween 500 and 999 transactions, 11.7 % between 1,000 and 9,999 purchases and 9.5 % 
at least 10,000. The median of the number of transactions per data set is 355. 

46.4 % (53.6 %) of the 97 data sets use samples in which the majority of the sub-
jects are students (no students). 96 studies indicate whether they investigate (a) a ficti-
tious/hypothetical purchase and therefore captured payment amounts as intentions to 
pay stated in a questionnaire or (b) a real transaction in the field and consequently cap-
tured payment amounts in the form of actual behaviors observed by technical systems or 
documented in retrospective reports from the buyers. 36.5 % (63.5 %) of the data sets 
analyze hypothetical (real) purchases/payments. In the subset of 44 investigations re-
porting payment amount statistics and using mainly students the share of studies based 
on fictitious purchase scenarios and claimed intentions to pay is 45.5 %. This proportion 
is marginally higher than the corresponding share of 28.8 % found in 52 PWYW data 
sets, which include real transactions in buyer samples not primarily composed of stu-
dents ((χ2 = 2.84; df = 1; p < 0.09). 20.8 % of the total of 96 studies, which provide in-
formation on the two aforementioned method attributes can be classified as very prob-
lematic in terms of their methodology because they analyze hypothetical buys of stu-
dents. The first reason for this evaluation is that they are limited to a buyer group for 
which the extent to which they allow to derive valid conclusions with regard to “normal 
consumers” is highly controversial. The second reason is that they rely on hypothetical 
prices and intentions to pay, respectively, which are highly likely to exceed the corre-
sponding amounts in case of real transactions (Gahler, 2016; Jung et al., 2016; Kim et al., 
2014a; Kunter and Braun, 2013). 

94.8 % of the 97 studies refer to one point in time and are therefore cross-
sectional. Reversely, 5.2 % of the investigations are truly longitudinal and capture de-
velopments of the level of PWYW prices for a category of goods over time at the overall 
sample level or intraindividual changes in voluntary payments under PWYW conditions. 
In addition, two cross-sectional analyses report supplementary qualitative evidence on 
variations in the mean PWYW amounts over time. 

The most frequently studied categories of goods are food and beverages offered 
by service providers (e.g., restaurants, bars) for immediate consumption. This category 
is covered in 42 data sets. Various other service categories (e.g., museum, concert, cine-
ma, sport event, flight, hotel overnight, fitness studio) are the focus of 24 investigations 
and therefore make up the second most studied category of goods. 20 investigations 
deal with a broad variety of physical goods mostly sold at low absolute prices (e.g., 
printed book, photo, music CD, DVD, mobile phone, wet razor, coffee mug, grocery bag). 
Finally, 19 studies are concerned with goods offered in digitized form (e.g., newspapers, 
books, games, music albums, software). Overall, the survey of the product and service 
categories covered so far in PWYW investigations suggests that researchers tacitly as-
sume the following: PWYW pricing primarily comes into question to sell (gastronomical) 
services or digitized products for which free production capacities are at hand, which 
generate low absolute variable costs and where – from the perspective of an average 
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consumer – purchases at a standard (fixed) market price do not require a considerable 
willingness to make financial sacrifices. 

Conceptual framework for structuring key themes covered in the reviewed studies 
The various research topics addressed in the reviewed 72 PWYW publications/97 
PWYW data sets can be organized with the help of the conceptual framework shown in 
Figure 2. Roughly, the thematic fields of empirical PWYW studies incorporate three main 
streams. Firstly, a large number of studies are concerned with variables that are inter-
preted as factors potentially influencing the level of the prices paid voluntarily by cus-
tomers or other significant economic effects of the PWYW price setting method (e.g., 
take-up/purchase rate of offers, seller image).  

Figure 2.  Conceptual framework of the most important variable categories and intercon-
nections in the PWYW research field 

Source: Author’s own design. 

These “success factors of PWYW pricing” (Stegemann, 2014, p. 19) can again be 
subdivided into five classes, namely characteristics of (1) the design of PWYW proce-
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dure, (2) the buyers, (3) the sellers, (4) the focal sales objects and (5) the market con-
text. Investigations within the first main stream implicitly apply the “stimulus–
response–paradigm” as they do not directly consider buyer perceptions of the PWYW 
pricing method. Secondly, a much less voluminous stream of studies follows the “stimu-
lus–organism–response–paradigm” by exploring correlations between each of the five 
previously listed five classes of factors and buyer perceptions of various features of the 
PWYW method applied as well as between such perceptions and criteria reflecting ef-
fects of the use of the PWYW price setting approach at the level of the individual con-
sumer (e.g., prices paid, (re-)purchase rates). Within the third research stream, the par-
ticular emphasis is on evaluations of the success or outcomes of PWYW pricing applica-
tions. The assessments especially include criteria measured at the company level and 
thereby surpass individual customer/micro level investigations. 

The subsequent three chapters discuss the findings, which can be derived from 
each of these streams of empirical PWYW research. 

Factors influencing individual-level outcomes of PWYW pricing 
Design characteristics of the PWYW procedure 
As can be seen from Figure 2, we extracted six features of the PWYW method itself, 
which suppliers can deliberately shape and which were taken up in past investigations. 
According to Table 1, by far the most frequently researched design characteristic is the 
use and construction of information on reference prices (RP). This feature is about price 
nominations made by suppliers (external RP) or recalls from buyers’ memories with re-
gard to prices that they have observed or paid for similar goods in the past (internal RP) 
(cf. Mazumdar et al., 2005). As internal RP are not directly malleable by suppliers, they 
do not constitute a PWYW design feature but a buyer characteristic, which is discussed 
below. 

External reference prices 
External RP can be introduced by sellers in the form of an obligatory minimum price, 
which buyers are not allowed to undercut (Thomas and Gierl, 2014). Furthermore, sup-
pliers have the option to provide customers with a small number of predetermined 
tiered prices and to ask them to select the price level they want to pay (Lynn, 1990). Fi-
nally, sellers can not only quote lower but also upper price limits, which customers are 
not entitled to overbid (Johnson and Cui, 2013; Jung et al., 2016; Regner, 2015; Regner 
and Barria, 2009; Regner and Riener, 2012). A commonality underlying the three vari-
ants of binding external RP is that they consistently imply a considerable dilution of the 
central idea of the PWYW method according to which seller price recommendations or 
pressures are undesired to ensure that buyers are really free in their decision on which 
amount they pay. 

Instead of binding external RP, suppliers can revert to various types of less re-
strictive price nominations. Such prices can have a normative frame (“we recommend 
that you pay <…>”). Alternatively, sellers have the option to provide descriptive infor-
mation on their fixed prices in the recent past or amounts that other buyers have paid 
for the same good under PWYW conditions (Armstrong Soule and Madrigal, 2015; John-
son and Cui, 2013; Jung et al., 2016; Krawczyk et al., 2015). The violation of the afore-
mentioned fundamental PWYW principle of an unrestricted freedom of consumer price 
choice is less serious in cases, where sellers use non-binding external RP compared to 
situations in which binding external RP are quoted. 
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Table 1. Significance and direction of variable associations in PWYW studiesa 
 Significance and direction   
 Significant  Insignificant/ 

zero 
  

Type of association Positive Negative   Sum 
• Procedural design characteristics           

– External RP → PWYW amount  18  6   5   29 
– Buyer anonymity → PWYW amount  1  11   8   20 
– Buyer anonymity → Exploitation of 

buyer potential 
 0  3   0   3 

– Procedure name framing → PWYW 
amount (1 = emphasis on value; 0 = em-
phasis on savings) 

 9  0   0   9 

– Payment timing → PWYW amount (1 = 
after consumption; 0 = before consump-
tion) 

 4  0   0   4 

– Temporary offeringb → PWYW 
amount  

 0  0   2   2 

• Buyer characteristics           
– Age → PWYW amount  5  1   3c   9 
– Female genderb → PWYW amount   2  4   10   16 
– Income → PWYW amount  5  0   3   8 
– Internal RP → PWYW amount  11  0   0   11 
– Price consciousness → PWYW amount  0  6   2   8 
– Satisfaction → PWYW amount  9  0   2   11 
– Altruism → PWYW amount  6  0   3   9 
– Fairness concerns → PWYW amount  15  0   2   17 

• Seller characteristics       
– Pro-social connotationb → PWYW 

amount  
 9  1   0   10 

• Characteristics of the goods offered       
– Absolute posted price → PWYW 

amount 
 10  0   0   10 

– Absolute posted price → PWYW 
amount relative to posted price 

 0  8   0   8 

• Market context characteristics       
– Competition from posted price sup-

pliersb → PWYW amount 
 0  2   0   2 

– Competition from PWYW suppliersb → 
Market share of posted price supplier 

 0  2   0   2 

a) The table contains the absolute number of independent data sets with a respective result. 
b) 1 = yes; 0 = no. 
c) Insignificant linear, but significant curvilinear association (inverted U-shape). 

Source: Author’s own research results. 

The bulk of the literature emphasizes that external RP act as anchor points reduc-
ing consumer uncertainty with respect to an “appropriate” or “fair” price, because buy-
ers can use them to calibrate their PWYW price setting decisions. Accordingly, higher 
levels of external RP provided by sellers should lead to higher payment amounts. Simi-
larly, PWYW sales accompanied by external RP should result in higher payments relative 
to offers that are not supplemented by external RP nominations. The majority of the em-
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pirical PWYW studies, which analyze external RP, support these suppositions 
(Armstrong Soule and Madrigal, 2015; Gautier and Van der Klaauw, 2012 (in case of in-
cidental customer encounters with PWYW offers); Jang and Chu, 2012; Jung et al., 2016 
(in case of hypothetical payments); Kim et al., 2014a; Krawczyk et al., 2015; Lee et al., 
2011, 2015; León et al., 2012; Parvinen et al., 2013; Perfecto et al., 2013; Perfecto et al., 
2014; Pöyry and Parvinen, 2014; Pöyry et al., 2013; Regner and Barria, 2009; Riener, 
2008). Furthermore, several PWYW studies, in which customers were provided with in-
formation on the variable production costs of the goods offered, find significantly posi-
tive correlations between the level of the stated direct costs – which can be regarded as 
a special variant of external RP – and the level of voluntary customer payments (Jang 
and Chu, 2012; Kim et al., 2014a; Krämer et al., 2015; Schmidt et al., 2015; for an insight-
ful theoretical analysis of this association see Greiff et al., 2014). In light of these results, 
it is not surprising that earlier reviews of the empirical PWYW literature summarize the 
state of the evidence as follows: “the provision of external reference prices in the form of 
a regular or suggested price usually has a positive impact on the prices paid [voluntari-
ly]” (Stegemann, 2014, p. 33; for similar summaries see Gahler, 2016, p. 31; Pöyry, 2015, 
p. L-28). However, there are strong empirical and conceptual reasons to suggest that this 
conclusion is immature. 

Firstly, the cited conclusion neglects the results of several PWYW studies, which 
detect no significant associations between the level or the use of external RP and prices 
paid (Gautier and Van der Klaauw, 2012 (in case of self-selected PWYW participation of 
customers); Gneezy et al., 2012; Hildenbrand et al., 2016; Jung et al., 2016 (in case of 
field studies on actual prices paid); Weisstein et al., 2016) or even find significantly neg-
ative correlations, particularly if the external RP was displayed as a minimal threshold 
value (Johnson and Cui, 2013; Jung et al., 2016 (study 12a); Kunter and Braun, 2013; 
Racherla et al., 2011; Roy et al., 2016a; Thomas and Gierl, 2014). Secondly, it ignores 
that significantly positive effects of external RP are mainly observed in studies which are 
highly problematic in terms of their methodology, because they focus on hypothetical 
payments of students, whereas field studies of real purchases almost never report such 
effects (Jung et al., 2016, p. 356). Thirdly, it does not take note of conceptual arguments 
according to which buyers may perceive the addition of external RP to PWYW offers as 
an illegitimate attempt to influence their payment as well as an undesired limitation of 
their discretion in setting their own prices and who therefore may react negative to such 
cues (Racherla et al., 2011). 

In conclusion, the overall present state of the empirical evidence suggests that ex-
ternal RP effects on the level of PWYW prices paid are not consistently positive but de-
pend on additional situational constraints (see also Greiff and Egbert, 2016, p. 6). There-
fore, future PWYW research should concentrate less on exploring bivariate associations 
between the use or the level of external RP on the one hand and voluntary payment 
amounts on the other. Rather, as similarly proposed by Natter and Kaufmann (2015), a 
more seminal approach would be to analyze how external RP effects are moderated by 
other features of the PWYW design (e.g., anonymity of buyers), the goods sold (e.g., nov-
elty), the buyers (e.g., price knowledge) and the seller (e.g., pro-social reputation). Three 
such potential moderators have already received some attention in the PWYW litera-
ture: 
– Anonymity of buyers: This variable may moderate external RP effects in the following 

way: In circumstances where buyers do not pay anonymously, they experience heavi-
er social pressure as a result of which they should be more inclined to put a greater 
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weight on external RP in choosing a voluntary payment amount. Conversely, if buyers 
remain unobserved or anonymous during the payment process, they should be less 
guided by external RP and more by other considerations or constraints (e.g., fairness 
concerns) in setting their level of payment (Gahler, 2016; Gneezy et al., 2012; Pöyry et 
al., 2013; Riener, 2008; Roy et al., 2016a). 

– Availability of internal RP among buyers: If buyers are able to memorize an internal 
RP, it should be easier for them to develop a sense of an “adequate” level of payment 
on their own. Consequently, effects of external RP are likely to be stronger if buyers 
lack internal RP, for instance, because the offered goods are new to them or do not 
trigger a high personal involvement (Kunter and Braun, 2013; Schröder et al., 2015). 

– Fairness of external RP: If customers are convinced that the external RP quoted by 
sellers are fair, credible or plausible in the sense that they reflect standard fixed pric-
es currently charged for the focal good in the relevant market or average PWYW 
amounts paid by other buyers or the good’s direct production costs with sufficient 
precision, then the external RP level should have positive impacts on offer acceptance 
rates and voluntary payment amounts. However, in a situation, in which buyers per-
ceive external RP as being unfair, implausible, extreme outliers and not cost-oriented, 
such external RP effects should be absent or even become negative (Gautier and Van 
der Klaauw, 2012; Greiff and Egbert, 2016; Johnson and Cui, 2013; Jung et al., 2016; 
Kim et al., 2014a; Krawczyk et al., 2015; León et al., 2012; Weisstein et al., 2016). 
Fairness perceptions of external RP under PWYW conditions should, in turn, to a 
large extent depend on the image of sellers from the perspective of buyers (see chap-
ter after next). 

Apart from the very limited analysis of factors potentially moderating the im-
pacts of external RP on the level of prices paid voluntarily, the present review reveals a 
second research gap in connection with external RP in a PWYW context: Past studies 
have focused on external RP effects on voluntary payment levels. For this reason, there 
is a dearth of research on external RP effects on other equally important business out-
comes. However, empirical findings of Jung et al. (2016; study 2) and microeconomic 
modelling results of Kahsay and Samahita (2015) suggest that as external RP provided 
by suppliers rise, an increasing share of consumers avoid buying from them and instead 
either purchase the product concerned from competitors who sell it at (lower) market 
standard fixed prices or completely refrain from buying it. Therefore, future research in 
the PWYW field should extend its outcome measures in the direction of additional busi-
ness-relevant criteria, such as the number of customers or the ratio of persons who buy 
a product under PWYW conditions to all persons who have the possibility to accept a 
PWYW offering or the seller’s image in the eyes of buyers (cf. Natter and Kaufmann, 
2015, p. 152). 

In terms of implications for price setting in practice, the review results indicate 
that suppliers should not name lower PWYW payment boundaries, which are well below 
standard market prices for the relevant product or which define minimal mandatory 
payment amounts. Such lower thresholds incentivize buyers to deemphasize their own 
internal RP if it falls above the sellers’ external RP, and to give more weight to the (low) 
external RP communicated by the supplier in choosing the price they wish to pay. Fur-
thermore, the provision of external RP in a PWYW process should, at best, be financially 
advantageous for sellers if they offer goods which are quite unknown to potential buyers 
and for which the latter have no clear ideas with regard to currently charged market 
prices or variable production costs and if they place a high level of trust in prices named 
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by their supplier (e.g., because of a long business relationship). If these three situation 
characteristics are absent, then the state of research suggests that the sellers’ cost-
benefit-balance of providing external RP is likely to be negative because the PWYW 
scheme deters potential customers from buying at all. Consequently, under these cir-
cumstances suppliers are probably well-advised to make PWYW offers without the pro-
vision of external RP. 

 
Buyer anonymity 
This PWYW feature reflects whether supplier representatives or other persons, who are 
more or less personally acquainted with the buyers, are physically present when and 
therefore are in a position to note the amounts customers are paying. If other human be-
ings are around and observe the payments of buyers, then the PWYW design is non-
anonymous, otherwise the process is anonymous. The vast majority of PWYW studies ar-
gue that a non-anonymous PWYW procedure increases the “normative influence of so-
cial environments (Stegemann, 2014, p. 34) on customers to pay a “fair” price (e.g., Arm-
strong Soule and Madrigal, 2015; Dorn and Suessmair, 2016; Machado and Sinha, 2012). 
Consequently, the average PWYW price paid should be higher, if buyers are not anony-
mous compared to situations in which buyers’ personal identity remains undisclosed. In 
contrast to this, a smaller number of authors emphasize that the average prices paid are 
unlikely to differ as a function of buyer anonymity. The explanation given for a missing 
anonymity effect is that anonymous customers also strive to keep a positive self-image 
by not treating a supplier unfair. This has the consequence that anonymous buyers do 
not pay lower prices than their non-anonymous counterparts (Gneezy et al., 2012; Jang 
and Chu, 2012). 

The empirical results obtained to date (see Table 1) predominantly indicate that 
buyer anonymity decreases the average amount paid in PWYW settings (Bondos and 
Lipowski, 2016; Dorn and Suessmair, 2016; Hilbert and Suessmair, 2015; Kim et al., 
2014a (study 1); Lee et al., 2015; Machado and Sinha, 2012; Pöyry and Parvinen, 2014; 
Riener and Traxler, 2012; Santana and Morwitz, 2011, 2013; Veit and Ammermann, 
2013). However, the negative effects are primarily reported in studies of hypothetical 
intentions to pay in student samples whose validity is highly questionable. Furthermore, 
some researchers find no or even significantly positive effects of buyer anonymity on the 
mean of the prices paid under PWYW conditions (Gahler, 2016; Gneezy et al., 2012; Kim 
et al., 2014a (study 2) Park et al., 2016; Parvinen et al., 2013; Regner and Riener, 2012; 
Riener, 2008; Roy et al., 2016a; Saccardo et al., 2015). 

Moreover, the analysis of Regner and Riener (2012) provides strong evidence 
suggesting that many potential customers perceive a non-anonymous PWYW process as 
unpleasant, restrictive and disconcerting. The result of this negative evaluation is that in 
non-anonymous contexts a much larger share of prospective customers is completely 
deterred from buying from PWYW suppliers than in situations in which buyers remain 
anonymous. This “deterrence proposition” also receives support in field studies of actual 
non-anonymous PWYW purchases conducted by Gneezy et al. (2012) and Jung et al., 
(2014b). 

The studies according to which non-anonymous PWYW procedures come along 
with strong customer self-selection effects also suggest that future research should no 
longer look only at anonymity effects on the prices paid in samples of consumers who 
did not deliberately opt for or against purchases in a PWYW setting but who were simp-
ly unable to circumvent them because the researchers’ data generation set-ups forced 
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them into such transactions. Instead, the distribution of voluntarily paid prices should 
be specifically examined in subgroups of consumers, who completely voluntarily decid-
ed to enter into a PWYW context. In this regard the results of Gautier and Van der 
Klaauw (2012) and León et al. (2012) reveal that even in the case of self-selected partic-
ipants a non-anonymous PWYW design leads to significantly lower payments than an 
anonymous approach. These studies argue that a non-anonymous process mainly at-
tracts consumers who look for a bargain relative to standard fixed prices (Kunter, 2015) 
and therefore are even prepared to disclose their identity. Furthermore, it is desirable to 
improve the explanatory power of studies on effects of buyer anonymity in PWYW set-
tings by including additional moderators in the analysis. Two such potential key moder-
ators are the degree to which (1) (non-)anonymous payments for the specific category 
of goods under study are customary under “normal” fixed price conditions and (2) 
PWYW buyers accept an offering because they value the high level of participation in 
setting prices or because of the possibility to obtain a good at a low price (type of PWYW 
motivation). 

In practice, the current state of evidence implies that PWYW processes are more 
acceptable for consumers when buyers can pay without being directly observed by the 
supplier or other persons. In case of a non-anonymous PWYW procedure with a high vis-
ibility of the amount paid to other parties, there is a high probability that many prospec-
tive buyers are dissuaded from a transaction and that the remaining customers are 
characterized by a low willingness to pay. 

 
Other design features 
Apart from the two PWYW design features discussed above, there are three other pro-
cedural PWYW attributes that have been repeatedly included in the relevant empirical 
literature. 

Firstly, researchers have explored framing effects, which are caused by the pro-
cedure name chosen to introduce PWYW offerings, on the prices paid (see Table 1). At-
las (2015) finds higher voluntary payments if consumers are asked to choose a rebate 
on the fixed price compared to the standard PWYW framing. Machado and Sinha (2012) 
detect significantly higher average payment amounts if the procedure was called “Pay 
What It Is Worth To You” compared to a presentation under the name PWYW. Saccardo 
and Gneezy (2014) and Saccardo et al. (2015) observe that the levels of voluntary pay-
ments were significantly higher if the price setting approach was addressed with the 
heading “Pay What You Can” or “Donate What You Want” than if it was labeled as 
PWYW. Schröder et al. (2015) find that naming the procedure as “Reduce The Price As 
Much As You Can” resulted in significantly lower payments than presenting it as PWYW. 
Sleesman and Conlon (2016) report significantly higher payments if the name framing is 
“Pay What You Believe/s Fair” instead of PWYW. Taken together the six studies and 
their nine data sets point in the direction that the prices paid in PWYW contexts can be 
positively influenced by presenting name frames that emphasize the value of the goods 
offered or the financial standing of the buyers instead of saving opportunities triggered 
by this price setting approach. 

The second other design feature relates to the “timing” of the voluntary payment 
before or after the consumption of the goods purchased (see Table 1). Four pieces of re-
search contain indications that voluntary prices paid are higher in situations where buy-
ers pay after they have already consumed or tried out the goods offered in a PWYW con-
text than in cases where buyers first decide about their payment amount and then con-
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sume a service or receive the product they purchased (Drevs, 2013; Kim et al., 2014a; 
Machado and Sinha, 2012; Regner, 2015). An explanation for these differences in the 
amounts paid is that paying after service consumption or product trials reduces infor-
mation asymmetries favoring sellers over buyers particularly in case of experience 
goods (Greiff et al., 2014). Of course, the positive effects of ex-post payments compared 
to paying in advance are the larger, the more customers are satisfied with the services or 
products they purchase (see subchapter on satisfaction). Consequently, practitioners 
would be well advised to prefer an ex-post price setting approach over an ex-ante timing 
if it is very likely that customers positively evaluate the goods which they buy. 

The third design characteristics analyzed is whether a PWYW offering is tempo-
rary or not (see Table 1). Kim et al. (2014a) and Parvinen et al. (2013) both find that the 
level of prices paid is not significantly affected by whether sellers communicate to pro-
spective buyers that their PWYW offer is a temporary sales promotion measure or a 
pricing approach of indefinite duration. 

 
Buyer characteristics 
Figure 2 and Table 1 reveal that the following attribute classes of buyers have attracted 
greater attention in the empirical literature: (1) Socio-demographic variables, (2) inter-
nal RP, (3) price consciousness, (4) satisfaction with the purchased goods and (5) gen-
eral social preferences. Subsequently, we summarize pertinent empirical results for each 
of the variable categories. 
 
Socio-demographic variables 
Age, gender and income are the most frequently studied socio-demographic correlates 
of payment amounts for PWYW goods. Investigations on age effects contain mixed re-
sults. Five studies identify significantly positive interrelations between age and PWYW 
prices (Borck et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2014a; León et al., 2012; Racherla et al., 2011; 
Waskow et al., 2016). Regner (2015) finds a negative association, whereas research of 
Gautier and Van der Klaauw (2012), Gneezy et al. (2012) and Riener (2008) suggests an 
inverted U-shaped pattern. 

Research results with regard to gender differences in voluntarily paid prices are 
also heterogeneous. Borck et al. (2006) and Saccardo and Gneezy (2014) discover that 
females pay more than males. Four other analyses contain opposite results (Gautier and 
Van der Klaauw, 2012 (in case of self-selected PWYW participants); Kim et al., 2014a 
(study 1); Schröder et al., 2015; Waskow et al., 2016). Ten publications report no signifi-
cant gender impact on prices paid (Gahler, 2016; Gautier and Van der Klaauw, 2012 (in 
case of incidental encounter with PWYW offering); Gneezy et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2014a 
(study 2); Rachelor et al., 2011; Regner, 2015; Regner and Barria, 2009; Riener, 2008; 
Roy, 2015; Roy et al., 2016a). 

Empirical evidence on effects of buyer income on voluntarily paid amounts in 
PWYW settings is a little less diverging. Five studies indicate that the association be-
tween the two variables is significantly positive (Kim et al., 2009, 2014; Mills, 2013; 
Regner, 2015; Riener and Traxler, 2012). Three investigations observe an insignificant 
correlation (Borck et al., 2006; Roy, 2015; Roy et al., 2016a), but the validity of two of 
the three null-result-publications is low because they examine student samples with re-
stricted income variances. 

Faced with the inconclusive evidence with respect to associations between socio-
demographic buyer characteristics and prices paid in a PWYW context, one may be 
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tempted to argue that additional studies with a focus on this class of variables are re-
quired to better understand the reasons behind the mixed findings. However, such re-
search endeavors will only achieve greater scholarly importance if they more extensive-
ly draw on theoretical frameworks explaining socio-demographic effects by explicitly 
dealing with the psychological and economic phenomena for which socio-demographic 
variables are just proxies. In practice, the results summarized in this subchapter imply 
that managers should refrain from trying to target PWYW offerings to consumer sub-
groups defined by means of a specific socio-demographic profile because such an ap-
proach is unlikely to increase the average amount paid voluntarily per customer. 

 
Internal reference prices 
Internal RP are price benchmarks retrieved from buyers’ memories which customers 
rate as adequately reflecting normal market prices or which they have already paid in 
the past for a similar offering or for which they assume that such prices have already 
been paid by other individuals in the focal PWYW setting (Roy, 2015). The PWYW litera-
ture takes the view that internal RP help buyers to derive the amount they want to pay 
voluntarily. Thus, the correlation between the two variables should be positive 
(Stegemann, 2014). Without exception, the available empirical evidence is in line with 
this hypothesis (see Table 1). Results are affirmative regardless of whether internal RP 
are measured as a memorized amount which buyers had paid for comparable offerings 
under fixed price conditions (Mills, 2011, 2013; Roy, 2015; Roy et al., 2016a, 2016b; 
Schons et al., 2014) or as the presumptions of buyers with respect to the typical amount 
paid by other persons for a similar good (Borck et al., 2006; Gneezy et al., 2012; Kunter 
and Braun, 2013; Machado and Sinha, 2012). The clarity of the internal RP findings 
combined with the ambiguity of the pertinent results for external RP (see above sub-
chapter on external RP) suggest the following proposition to be tested in future re-
search: Due to the higher credibility of internal compared to external RP, internal RP 
have a positive impact on voluntary payments in PWYW settings, which is significantly 
stronger than the effect of external RP. 

The internal RP results also have important implications for setting PWYW prices 
in practice. They indicate that an identification of buyer groups characterized by high in-
ternal RP should be an effective lever to increase the amounts paid. However, the posi-
tive financial consequences of such a strategy are limited by the boundary condition that 
positive internal RP effects on prices paid become the smaller, the larger the absolute 
values of standard market prices of the PWYW goods are (see next but one subchapter). 
Price consciousness 

 

This buyer characteristic refers to the weight consumers assign to low prices when mak-
ing purchasing decisions (Kim et al., 2009). The general notion is that buyers’ price con-
sciousness significantly negatively affects PWYW prices paid. Six studies contain indica-
tions supporting this position (Kim et al., 2009; Kunter, 2013; Marrett et al., 2012; Mills, 
2013; Roy et al., 2016b; Schons et al., 2014). According to findings of Roy (2015), the ef-
fects of price consciousness are moderated by the internal RP of buyers: Price con-
sciousness has the expected negative effect on the amount paid if buyers’ internal RP is 
high, but not in case of low internal RP. Finally, Drevs (2013) and Kim et al. (2014a) ob-
serve insignificant correlations between price consciousness and PWYW prices paid. On 
balance, the empirical results are more in line with the proposition that highly price-
conscious buyers make lower voluntary payments than consumers who are not so keen 
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on low purchase prices. Hence, in practice, managers should reflect upon the degree to 
which their PWYW offerings primarily attract highly price-conscious buyers. If price 
strategists expect such a strong self-selection of bargain hunters, then it is usually eco-
nomically better to operate with (regular) fixed prices instead of a PWYW approach. 
 
Satisfaction 
Service or product satisfaction captures the extent to which buyers believe that their 
quality expectations are met by the good sold. The literature typically posits: “Satisfac-
tion plays a distinct role in PWYW pricing, as this mechanism allows consumers to im-
mediately express their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the product/service in terms 
of the amount they pay for it” (Stegemann, 2014, p. 30). However, an unmentioned pre-
requisite for significant impacts of satisfaction on the level of voluntary payments in 
PWYW settings is that consumers need to have already had the opportunity to experi-
ence the nature of the goods sold and pay for them after this experience. Otherwise, in 
contexts where customers pay before consumption satisfaction is likely to exert a clear 
influence on prices paid only if buyers are already very familiar with the peculiarities of 
the purchased service or product and have therefore formed a stable evaluation of the 
offering and/or its supplier. A total of nine studies find that buyer satisfaction is signifi-
cantly positively correlated with prices paid voluntarily after consumption (see Table 1: 
Borck et al., 2006; Gautier and Van der Klaauw, 2012; Kim et al., 2009, 2014a; León et al., 
2012; Machado and Sinha, 2012; Racherla et al., 2011; Riener, 2008; Schmidt et al., 
2015). Solely, Drevs (2013) and Schons et al. (2014) observe no significant association 
between the two variables. Hence, overall it can be concluded that the link between buy-
er satisfaction with the products or services offered by a PWYW seller and the amounts 
paid after being served is sizable and significantly positive. 
 
General social preferences 
The key buyer attitudes related to beliefs about the way in which other persons should 
be treated in general and PWYW sellers in particular and which the PWYW literature of-
ten addresses as “social preferences” (Stegemann, 2014, p. 24), “underlying motives” 
(Natter and Kaufmann, 2015, p. 154) or “payment motivation” (Kunter, 2015, p. 2355) of 
buyers are altruism, fairness concerns, desire to keep sellers in business and strategic 
intention to motivate suppliers in such a manner that they perform well in future sales 
encounters. Out of these constructs, altruism and fairness concerns have attracted the 
most attention. 

Altruism deals with the general tendency of persons to help other individuals 
without expecting one-to-one compensatory returns from them (Huber et al., 2016). Six 
studies include evidence according to which altruism of buyers has significantly positive 
impacts on the magnitude of their voluntary payment (Gahler, 2016; Huber, Lenzen et 
al., 2013; Huber et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2009; Roy et al., 2016b; Santana and Morwitz, 
2011, 2013). Two analyses of Kim et al. (2009), who examine PWYW food sales in a res-
taurant and ticket sales in a cinema, as well as a study of Drevs (2013), who also looks at 
the sale of cinema tickets in a PWYW setting, report insignificant correlations between 
buyer altruism and PWYW prices paid. With the exception of the work of Kim et al. 
(2009) the studies, which report significant correlations, share the methodological 
weakness that they capture both altruistic attitudes as well as PWYW prices paid in a 
cross-sectional survey. Therefore, it may well be assumed that the detection of associa-
tions between the focal variables is mainly an artefact of the data collection approach, 
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namely so-called “common method biases” (Podsakoff et al., 2009, p. 879): Survey par-
ticipants who claim to be strongly altruistically motivated are likely to respond consist-
ently in the same questionnaire by stating that they would also pay higher prices in ficti-
tious PWYW sale contexts. However, in case of a real PWYW purchase they would actu-
ally pay a considerably lower amount. 

Fairness concerns reflect attitudes of buyers according to which they are con-
vinced that customers should respond to the goods they get from sellers by allocating a 
proportional return in the form of an “adequate” voluntary payment to the seller (Kim et 
al., 2009; Natter and Kaufmann, 2015; Roy et al., 2016b). Nine publications using a total 
of 15 data sets report significantly positive associations between buyers’ “preference for 
fairness” (Pöyry, 2015, p. L-26) and the level of PWYW prices paid (see Table 1; Drevs, 
2013; Gahler, 2016; Kim et al., 2009, 2014 (study 2); Kunter, 2015; Lee et al., 2015; San-
tana and Morwitz, 2015, 2016; Schons et al., 2014). Two data sets suggest insignificant 
associations (Kim et al., 2014a (study 1); Regner, 2015). With regard to the fairness con-
struct it should also be taken into account that “common method biases” present in the 
relevant studies are likely to lead to inflated estimates of the size of correlations be-
tween fairness norms and voluntary payment amounts. In line with this proposition 
Regner (2015, p. 212) similarly concludes as follows: “There seems to be a discrepancy 
between the ex post reasoning for generous decisions and the actual motivations as cus-
tomers expect fairness concerns to lead to generous payments, although there is no evi-
dence in the data that these drive behavior.” 

 
Interim conclusions 
Work exploring buyer characteristics as correlates of the magnitude of voluntary pay-
ments in PWYW contexts has so far yielded no consistent results with regard to the so-
cio-demographic variables age, gender and income. Internal RP, price consciousness, 
satisfaction, altruism and fairness motives nearly always correlate significantly positive-
ly with the level of prices paid, but many investigations presumably contain inflated es-
timates of these associations because they are plagued with common method problems. 
In addition, the effects of the five last-mentioned factors on PWYW price levels can be 
qualified as being intuitively plausible, if not even as trivial. Finally, the accumulated 
knowledge concerning associations between the aforementioned psychographic buyer 
characteristics and the magnitude of voluntary payments in PWYW settings is not par-
ticularly useful in designing PWYW offerings in practice because sellers are simply una-
ble to capture these attributes with reasonable effort. 

Against this background, we conclude that additional research on buyer charac-
teristics as potential drivers of the level of PWYW prices paid is not urgently needed. If 
researchers wish to further examine buyer characteristics in PWYW settings, then it is 
more promising to investigate associations between this class of variables and buyer de-
cisions on whether to prefer a PWYW transaction to a fixed price purchase or not. So far 
such studies are entirely lacking. 

 
Seller characteristics 
The pertinent literature discusses the five characteristics of PWYW sellers shown in Fig-
ure 2 primarily in a qualitative manner as potential determinants of the amounts cus-
tomers pay and seller decisions in favor of making PWYW offerings instead of a conven-
tional fixed price sales strategy. In comparison, quantitative statistical results are rare to 
find. Accordingly, Regner and Barria (209, p. 405), León et al. (2012, p. 411) and Schmidt 
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et al. (2015, p. 1232) similarly argue that higher PWYW prices paid can be expected for 
sellers, who customers perceive as financially less strong and less profitable and not as a 
faceless large-scale corporation but rather as a locally rooted small- or at best medium-
size trustworthy supplier/family business. Moreover, some authors stress that suppli-
ers, who do not solely strive to maximize their profits but visibly operate in a pro-social 
and ethically exemplary way (e.g., through donating for charitable organizations) re-
ceive higher PWYW amounts than sellers, who do not possess such characteristics (Jung 
et al., 2014b; cf. next subchapter). The investigations of Gneezy et al. (2010), Kim et al. 
(2014a, study 2), Lee et al. (2015), Machado and Sinha (2012), Marrett al. al. (2012), Roy 
et al. (2016b) and Santana and Morwitz (2011, 2013) contain empirical results support-
ing this position. Similarly, Schlüter and Vollan (2015) detect that in an honesty-based 
payment situation with fixed target prices (unobserved payments for flowers where the 
money is put into an honor box) buyers pay significantly higher prices if the seller is de-
scribed as a small family business compared to a seller profile as a large corporate busi-
ness. In contrast, Park et al. (2016) find that a rate schedule including PWYW and a char-
ity donation results in significantly lower payments per customer than a fixed price 
scheme. 

All in all, the empirical evidence thus confirms the proposition that in PWYW con-
texts buyers unconsciously take into their (mental) calculation whom they support or 
harm by paying a high or low price, respectively (see Table 1). Moral concerns against a 
low price are put aside or reversely gain behavioral relevance if sellers are qualified as 
financially robust and, more generally, as unlikable or as financially weak and as likable, 
respectively. With a view to using the PWYW approach in practice, the results concern-
ing PWYW seller characteristics imply the following: This price setting procedure is es-
pecially worth to be considered by smaller companies with strong social ties at their 
business locations and long-term business relationships to a loyal customer base than 
by organizations with the opposite attributes. From a scholarly perspective, it is vital 
that future research provides more fine-grained analyses of the effects of precisely de-
fined supplier characteristics (e.g., corporate size, age, profitability and credibility) on 
the probability that PWYW offerings are taken up at all by prospective customers and on 
the prices paid in the subgroup of all buyers, who do not avoid a PWYW offering. 

 
Characteristics of the goods offered 
Effects of characteristics of the goods offered under PWYW conditions on customer take-
up rates and the magnitude of voluntarily paid prices are also scarcely examined in 
PWYW research and, if at all, primarily in qualitative terms. Out of the sales object-
related attributes listed in Figure 2, the absolute fixed prices, which are generally 
charged for a certain category of goods in the market and frequently labeled as “product 
value” (Pöyry, 2015, p. L-27; Stegemann, 2014, p. 27), the variable unit costs and the to-
tal unit costs still have achieved the most attention of PWYW researchers. The research 
results quite consistently suggest that normal absolute fixed prices of products or ser-
vices significantly positively correlate with the absolute amount paid under PWYW con-
ditions and are significantly negatively correlated with the relative PWYW price paid, 
which is the ratio of voluntary payments amounts to standard fixed market prices of the 
goods studied (see Table 1; Gahler, 2016; Gautier and Van der Klaauw, 2012; Jang and 
Chu, 2012; Kim et al., 2014a; León et al., 2012; Machado and Sinha, 2012; Mak et al., 
2015; Mills, 2013). In a similar vein, the (absolute) magnitude of voluntarily paid prices 
increases with the variable and average unit costs of the goods sold in a PWYW context 
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in case that buyers are informed about these costs in advance of their price setting 
choice (Greiff et al., 2014; Krämer et al., 2015; Riener, 2008; Schmidt et al., 2015). 

The explanatory power of these results should, however, be put into perspective 
due to the fact that they were almost without exception generated in samples of custom-
ers who were unforeseenly confronted with PWYW offerings. Therefore, a deliberate 
self-selection of buyers in favor of a PWYW setting was impossible. Gautier and Van der 
Klaauw (2012) are the only researchers who compared a subsample of buyers who con-
sciously opted for a PWYW offering (hotel-stay) with customers who were unexpectedly 
involved in a PWYW sales situation. They observe a significantly positive correlation be-
tween the normal fixed market price of the service customers received and the volun-
tary payment level only in the subsample of participants for whom the PWYW offer was 
unforeseen but not in the subsample of buyers who specifically selected the PWYW set-
ting. 

Overall, the evidence on PWYW prices paid as a function of the common “market 
value” or the variable production costs of the goods sold corroborate the following theo-
retical explanation: In cases of goods that are normally sold at low absolute (fixed) pric-
es and that generate low costs, buyers are inclined to make voluntary payments which 
are relatively high compared to the standard market value of the goods offered. Buyers 
do this because a generous or at least fair payment level improves their self-image so 
clearly that the resulting subjective incremental benefit exceeds the subjective costs 
which result from the insight to have not minimized payouts by setting a (moderately 
unfair) low price. On the other hand, in cases of goods with high absolute fixed pric-
es/costs the image benefit of buyers resulting from a high voluntary payment to market 
value/price ratio tends to be smaller than their subjectively perceived costs resulting 
from not having minimized their payouts by setting the voluntary payment at a low (and 
unfair) level. In other words, the functional relationship between a good’s fixed price/ 
market value/costs on the one hand and the image benefits or, respectively, costs of 
overpayment of a high ratio between the voluntarily paid price and the fixed price/ 
market value/costs of goods on the other hand should be concave or convex, respective-
ly (cf. Jang and Chu, 2012; Kahsay and Samahita, 2015; Machado and Sinha, 2012). In 
practice, the empirical results and the respective theoretical explanations mean that 
from the view of sellers it is for the most part profit-wise preferable to limit PWYW of-
ferings to products and services normally sold at low absolute (fixed) prices and pro-
duced at low costs. It is exactly this type of goods that is without exception analyzed in 
empirical PWYW field studies of real (and not just hypothetical) purchases (see preced-
ing subchapter profiling earlier work). 

Apart from customary (fixed) market prices and production costs of PWYW 
goods, effects of a “pro-social” or “ethical” connotation of the products or services of-
fered on prices paid voluntarily are explored in a few investigations. The issue here is 
whether donations of parts of the sales prices of goods for charitable purposes or pro-
duction and marketing of goods under morally acceptable conditions furnish products 
or services with an additional value component, which reaches beyond their pure func-
tional utility (Newholm and Shaw, 2007; Small and Cryder, 2016). The main result of 
studies on PWYW offerings with pro-social or ethical elements is that the share of poten-
tial customers voting in favor of such products and services is smaller than the corre-
sponding share for strictly commercial offerings. At the same time, however, in the sub-
sample of people, who opted for the “special” offerings, voluntarily paid prices are signif-
icantly higher than the amounts paid for “normal” products and services in PWYW set-
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tings (Gneezy et al., 2010, 2012; Jung et al., 2014b; Perfecto et al., 2013, 2014; Roy et al., 
2016a; Santana and Morwitz, 2011, 2013; Thomas and Gierl, 2014; Ven, 2012). 

To sum up, to date empirical PWYW studies have devoted little attention to ef-
fects of the characteristics of the goods sold under PWYW conditions on various out-
comes of this price setting method. Therefore, a considerable number of questions im-
portant for extending pricing theories and improving price setting in practice have not 
yet been addressed. For instance, from a theoretical viewpoint, it is to be expected that 
new products or services, for which consumers experience considerable difficulties in 
assessing their quality and which are sold under PWYW conditions, are purchased by a 
lower share of potential customers and are characterized by a larger variance of the 
prices paid voluntarily for them than established goods whose quality is well know to 
prospective buyers. The PWYW studies of Sleesman and Conlon (2016) and Weisstein et 
al. (2016) contain some support for this proposition. The expected differences can be 
explained by information gaps and resulting uncertainty of consumers, who are heavily 
influenced by characteristics of the goods sold in a PWYW setting (Greiff et al., 2014). 
Consequently, more empirical tests of this proposition and other hypotheses related to 
the characteristics of PWYW goods are highly desirable. 

 
Market context characteristics 
Corporations, which sell goods under “true” PWYW conditions, typically operate in a 
market environment, in which competitors also offer comparable products or services at 
traditional (fixed) prices or based on other pricing methods, which promote consumer 
participation in price setting (e.g., Name Your Own Price, auctions, see first chapter 
above). In free markets, consumer switching from PWYW suppliers to offers of competi-
tors is the easier, the larger the number of competitors present in the same relevant ge-
ographical area and the higher the similarity between the goods sold by competitors and 
PWYW providers (Greiff and Egbert, 2016; Stegemann, 2014). Such external conditions 
including, in particular, the intensity of competition or consumer transparency with re-
gard to the availability of other sellers and their pricing policies can be subsumed under 
the generic label “market context” (see Figure 2). 

Market context characteristics are largely ignored in the empirical PWYW litera-
ture. Exceptions are the laboratory experiments of Krämer et al. (2015) and Schmidt et 
al. (2015). They show that the presence of competitors using conventional fixed prices 
has a negative effect on the level of price that PWYW buyers pay. Furthermore, they find 
the PWYW suppliers can push fixed price competitors completely out of a market. 

In light of the neglect of market context conditions in prior PWYW research, fu-
ture studies should take a much closer look at the effects of such factors on sales vol-
umes and prices paid in PWYW contexts. In practice, the sparsely available evidence on 
the role of market context characteristics in PWYW settings already now implies that a 
general economic principle according to which sales and profit prospects of a company 
deteriorate with more intense competition, still remains fully in force even if sellers re-
sort to the PWYW method in setting their prices. 

 

Customer perceptions of PWYW schemes 
By far the largest part of empirical work on PWYW follows the stimulus–response para-
digm. This means that researchers explore how the (blocks of) variables discussed in the 
preceding five subchapters directly affect individual level outcome criteria such as offer 
acceptance rates or the magnitude of voluntarily paid amounts. Customer perceptions of 
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PWYW schemes are hardly ever addressed. An explanation for this approach is that in-
vestigations assume consistently positive customer perceptions and preferences in favor 
of the innovative PWYW price setting method in spite of its low use frequency in prac-
tice. In line with this presumption Kim et al. (2009) find that 87 % of the customers of a 
restaurant selling meals under PWYW conditions stated in a survey that they prefer the 
PWYW approach over binding price specifications imposed by sellers. Nevertheless, the 
neglect of customer perceptions and preferences concerning the PWYW method is re-
grettable because it makes it more difficult to understand and predict behavioral cus-
tomer reactions to PWYW offerings in general and to various design characteristics of 
this price setting approach in particular. Thus, Figure 2 includes a block of variables ti-
tled “customer perceptions of PWYW schemes and their initiators”, even though such 
perceptual facets are rarely covered in earlier research. 

An exception is the work of Kim et al. (2014b). They gave product samples (razor 
blades) to one group of consumers and asked the people to voluntarily pay for them as 
much as they wanted (including 0). Another group of consumers received the sample for 
free. The PWYW group rated the sales promotion measure significantly better in terms 
of its entertainment value and innovativeness and significantly worse with regard to its 
saving potential and personal effort caused by the measure than the consumer group 
with the free of charge sample. A second field study, which was also conducted by Kim et 
al. (2014b) and focused on a professionally produced portrait photo, reveals similar re-
sults: Fixed discounts or free sample price settings outperformed the PWYW approach 
in terms of the personal effort of participating in the promotion as perceived by custom-
ers. 

The studies of Gneezy et al. (2010), Machado and Sinha (2012), Riener (2008), 
Santana and Morwitz (2011, 2013) and Schmidt et al. (2015) contain additional mainly 
casuistic and qualitative evidence regarding the higher “cognitive effort” (Mendoza-
Abarca and Mellema, 2016, p. 120) triggered by the PWYW method in comparison with 
fixed prices. The reason for the higher effort imposed on consumers in a PWYW setting 
is that buyers have to think more for themselves about a price which fairly factors in 
currently charged market prices as well as the costs and interests of sellers. Taken to-
gether, the precedingly cited six publications suggest that the extra cognitive effort com-
bined with consumer uncertainties regarding the “appropriate” voluntary payment level 
and the seller motives underlying their PWYW offerings jointly decrease the attractive-
ness of PWYW price setting in the eyes of consumers. Hence, it is quite likely that in 
many PWYW application cases a significant share of consumers likes the established 
fixed price approach more than the PWYW method and therefore abstains from entering 
into a PWYW sales situation. 

The few empirical results with respect to perceptions of PWYW schemes by con-
sumers and the effects of an introduction of the PWYW method on consumer percep-
tions of the seller (= image) are contradictory. On the one hand, Stegemann (2014) ob-
serves that consumers evaluate sellers (restaurants, hair salons) significantly more posi-
tive if they use PWYW schemes instead of the fixed price approach. This is in contrast to 
results of Reese (2012, 2013), who finds no difference in perceived price fairness be-
tween consumers, who buy an entry ticket for a sports event under PWYW conditions 
and their counterparts, who receive a fixed price offering. Jostrup and Salic (2015) re-
port that customer attitudes towards a product (pear juice) do not vary depending on 
whether the product is offered under PWYW conditions or is given away for free. Finally, 
Mills (2013) detects that consumers with a positive attitude towards the PWYW method 
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are significantly less likely to pay nothing for the download of a computer game than 
buyers with a negative attitude towards PWYW price setting. 

So far, Gahler (2016) is the only researcher who analyzed how customer percep-
tions of PWYW schemes are influenced by attributes of their design and characteristics 
of the goods sold in a PWYW context. According to his data buyers rate the fairness of 
PWYW offerings as being better if sellers present external RP to help buyers in choosing 
appropriate prices and if the good offered has low variable production costs and there-
fore has a typical market price which is low in absolute terms. 

Within the research stream addressing perceptions of PWYW customers, studies 
on customer self-assessments of the importance of various “motivation-related payment 
factors” (Kunter, 2015, p. 2347) cover a special niche. According to such examinations, 
buyers name fairness considerations, attempts to avoid feelings of guilt or shame, prod-
uct or service satisfaction, constrained financial resources, desires to make a bargain 
and external RP as factors that they believe to have the strongest impacts on their deci-
sions regarding the prices paid voluntarily (Dorn and Suessmair, 2016; Kunter, 2015; 
Regner, 2015). The work of Regner (2015), however, contains strong indications in sup-
port of the position that customer self-ratings of the importance of various payment mo-
tives in determining PWYW prices are correlated only very weakly with the amounts ef-
fectively paid. 

In summary, research on customer perceptions of PWYW schemes with regard to 
various dimensions such as psychological costs of price choices under time pressure and 
uncertainties or presumed seller motives for using the PWYW method is still in its infan-
cy. The number of already existing relevant investigations is not only small. Rather, their 
focus on hypothetical purchases of students gives strong reasons to question the exter-
nal validity of this stream of research. Accordingly, at present, it is very difficult to derive 
sound statements with regard to the value distributions for various dimensions reflect-
ing customer perceptions of PWYW schemes. Similarly, it is impossible to make empiri-
cally substantiated recommendations for practitioners on how to influence customer 
perceptions of PWYW schemes as a prerequisite for improving the economic success 
prospects of such schemes. This means that customer perceptions of PWYW schemes 
should play a very prominent role in future empirical work. 

 

Evaluation of economic outcomes of PWYW pricing 
The criteria for assessing direct economic outcomes of an implementation of PWYW 
pricing for sellers used most frequently by PWYW researchers are (1) the prices paid 
voluntarily, (2) the number of units sold or customers served and (3) the resulting reve-
nues generated in the PWYW application period (see Figure 2). Values of these three cri-
teria captured for periods during which prices are exclusively fixed by sellers are nor-
mally called on as yardsticks required to derive a comprehensive evaluation of the eco-
nomic success level of PWYW pricing. In general, “one-shot” analyses that merely exam-
ine a single and narrow time window by far outweigh work covering the development of 
economic success measures over longer periods. 

The evaluation results of field studies, which contain behavioral data on PWYW 
prices paid voluntarily for real purchases and compare them with common fixed market 
prices, yield the following overall picture (Bourreau et al., 2015; Drevs, 2013; Gautier 
and Van der Klaauw, 2012; Gneezy et al., 2010, 2012; Kim et al., 2009, 2010a, 2010b, 
2014a, 2014b; León et al., 2012; Machado and Sinha, 2012 (study 3); Regner, 2015; Rie-
ner and Traxler, 2012): 
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– Only a very small portion of buyers pays nothing or more than the standard fixed 
price for the good, respectively. 

– The majority of buyers pays less than the standard fixed price so that the average 
payment per unit/customer in a PWYW setting is lower than the regular fixed mar-
ket price for the good. 

– Notwithstanding that PWYW price averages are often found to be below the stand-
ard fixed prices for various categories of goods, the likelihood is quite substantial 
that PWYW pricing may result in revenue increases in comparison to periods during 
which sellers charged fixed prices. This implies that the PWYW method deters few 
customers and attracts many new accounts which in turn leads to raises in the 
number of customer that are so large that they more than offset the negative reve-
nue effect of lower payments per customer or purchase. 

Overall, empirical evaluations of the economic outcomes of PWYW pricing draw a 
cautiously optimistic picture with regard to the immediate financial advantages of this 
price setting method in comparison with standard fixed prices. A significant exception is 
the work of León et al. (2012), according to which customers of a Spanish holiday tour 
operator on average merely paid 7.9 % of the regular prices for holiday trip packages of-
fered under PWYW conditions. However, the tour operator designed the PWYW offers as 
a time-limited sales promotion measure. This way, increases in the number of packages 
sold were impossible and customers were encouraged to classify the offers as a tempo-
rary marketing action in the course of which very low payments would not seriously 
harm the seller. However, even empirical investigations, which rate certain PWYW ap-
plication cases as being economically successful, consistently emphasize that a custom-
ized design of the method adapted to the individual use situation combined with a care-
ful selection of the targeted consumer group and of the goods offered are crucial for en-
suring that the economic outcomes of PWYW pricing are favorable relative to the results 
of a fixed price setting approach. 

The long-term development of the amounts paid voluntarily in PWYW applica-
tions is an important driver of the sustainability of economic PWYW advantages relative 
to a situation, in which sellers set fixed prices. Research results with regard to such 
changes over time are contradictory. Based on intraindividual comparisons of PWYW 
prices paid at subsequent purchase events Gravert (2014), Regner and Barria (2015) 
and Schons et al. (2014) observe significant decreases in voluntary payment amounts 
over the course of time. In contrast to that, Jung et al. (2014b) report that the magnitude 
of voluntary payments, which customers make at consecutive purchases of the same 
type of goods, remains constant. Looking at price averages measured at various points in 
time, Riener and Traxler (2012) and Schons et al. (2014) find that the monthly means of 
the voluntary payments sellers record over 24 or two months, respectively, drop. On the 
other hand, Kim et al. (2010b) and Mills (2011, 2013) note that the prices buyers pay on 
average grow during 12 months or 14 days, respectively. Finally, Regner and Barria 
(2009) detect no significant differences between the monthly mean PWYW amounts, 
which an online seller of music tracks receives over an 18-months period. 

Considering the mixed empirical evidence generalizing reliable conclusions, with 
regard to the intertemporal stability of the amount of voluntary payments at the within 
and between customer level, are currently impossible. Therefore, additional research is 
sorely needed which details the factors causing significant within and between individu-
al changes in the prices buyers voluntarily pay over time. 
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A few authors point out that the evaluations of the economic outcomes of PWYW 
pricing should include criteria which measure less immediate financial and non-financial 
effects of the method as a supplement to variables reflecting its direct economic results 
(Stegemann, 2014; Natter and Kaufmann, 2015). The most prominent “indirect” finan-
cial outcomes of PWYW pricing are additional revenues that a supplier generates 
through stimulating demand for other and potentially more expensive products or ser-
vices which typically complement the goods sold at PWYW (e.g., drinks served with a 
meal in a restaurant). The empirical literature occasionally mentions such cross- and up-
selling effects of the PWYW method (Gneezy et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2009, 2010b, 2014a, 
2014b; Schmidt et al., 2015; Steiner, 1997). However, these effects have not yet been the 
focus of systematic empirical investigation. 

Behavioral and attitudinal customer reactions, which are captured after an iso-
lated PWYW purchase or a series of transactions and which go beyond the choice of a 
payment amount, can be considered as prime non-financial PWYW outcomes. For in-
stance, it is plausible that deliberate or incidental customer encounters with PWYW may 
influence buyer satisfaction with a good after its purchase, seller image in the eyes of the 
buyers, follow-up purchases and seller recommendations communicated by buyers to 
other consumers (Kim et al., 2009, 2014a, 2014b; Natter and Kaufmann, 2015; see also 
Figure 2). This class of criteria has also been almost never taken into account in earlier 
empirical PWYW research. Finally, hardly any empirical study has yet addressed effects 
that the use of PWYW by one specific supplier has on financial and non-financial out-
comes of its competitors (cf. Figure 2). 

In conclusion, the literature review reveals that research systematically evaluat-
ing economic outcomes of PWYW pricing is scarce and mostly limited to short-term ef-
fects on the seller’s number of units sold or customers served and revenues. On balance, 
economic evaluations of economic PWYW outcomes in comparison to those of fixed 
prices or free giveaways are more often positive than negative. One reason for this may 
be that unsuccessful PWYW trials do not find their way into the published literature. In 
any event, future PWYW evaluation studies are required that include additional econom-
ic outcome criteria supplementing established unit sales and revenue measures and that 
track the development of success variables over long time periods. 

 

Conclusions and perspectives 
The present article reviews the results of 72 PWYW research contributions published 
between January 2006 and September 2016 which contain a total of 97 independent 
empirical data sets. A comprehensive conceptual framework is used to organize the 
analysis of the literature. Detailed findings of the review do not have to be repeated in 
this concluding chapter. Instead, we highlight more general implications of the current 
state of empirical PWYW studies which are of fundamental importance for future schol-
arly research in the PWYW field and practical applications of this price setting approach 
in corporations. 

In terms of future research, content-related and methodological perspectives 
need to be differentiated. According to our review, the most promising content-related 
improvement of empirical PWYW work is likely to be achieved by extending the stimu-
lus–response paradigm currently underlying most research in the direction of the stimu-
lus–organism–response approach. Future investigations should not only explore how 
specific characteristics of the procedural PWYW design, suppliers, buyers, goods sold 
and the market context affect the acceptance rate of PWYW offers among prospective 
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customers and the magnitude of the price paid. Instead, they should additionally inte-
grate perceptions of the PWYW approach and its initiator as potential drivers of eco-
nomic PWYW outcomes both in the group of consumers, who purchase under PWYW 
and of their counterparts, who reject this pricing method. 

As far as methodology is concerned, when choosing statistical analytical tech-
niques, earlier PWYW investigations have not sufficiently taken into account that their 
techniques actually ought to be able to model two distinct consumer choices, namely: 
(1) binary fundamental decision about whether to purchase the PWYW good or not (yes 
or no) and (2) selection of the amount paid voluntarily (Regner, 2014, p. 197). Thus, a 
two-step analysis is desirable. In a first step, researchers should, for example with the 
help of binary Probit or Logit regression techniques, explore which variables significant-
ly contribute to discriminating PWYW buyers from avoiders. Second, within the sub-
group of PWYW buyers variables significantly contributing to explaining variance in the 
prices paid voluntarily should be identified, for instance by means of Ordinary Least 
Squares or “truncated” regression techniques (cf. Green, 2013, chapter 19). As part of 
the second step, it would be interesting to additionally work out to what extent varia-
bles, which significantly contribute to distinguishing buyers who pay nothing from con-
sumers who pay a price > 0, are also suited to predict the voluntary payment amounts in 
the subgroup of buyers paying more than zero. 

With a view to implementing the PWYW approach in practice, the preceding lit-
erature review allows to derive a number of propositions on constraints whose fulfill-
ment increases the likelihood that sale under PWYW becomes economically viable to 
suppliers. Accordingly, from a seller perspective, PWYW offers seem to be particularly 
suitable in case that 
– the goods sold cause low variable/direct costs and are otherwise marketed at low 

absolute standard fixed prices; 
– the supplier has, at least temporarily, significant quantities of unused production ca-

pacities; 
– the supplier is a small business which is socially rooted at its sales locations; 
– the supplier targets less price-conscious consumers who are convinced that the sell-

er has fair intentions in reverting to PWYW, place great emphasis on acting fairly 
towards their suppliers and are satisfied with the purchased good; 

– external RP are quoted only if it is highly likely that addressed consumers qualify 
them as being credible or reasonable, respectively; 

– the anonymity of buyers or their personal encounter with seller representatives or 
other people are not artificially reduced or increased, respectively, compared with 
sales contexts in which the focal category of goods is available at fixed prices. 

The present review of the empirical PWYW literature already allowed drawing a 
number of significant, albeit preliminary conclusions for future investigations and appli-
cations of this price setting method in corporations. Nevertheless, noting the large num-
ber of research gaps identified above, it is evident that there are many different promis-
ing starting points for theory-grounded empirical PWYW studies. Hopefully, the present 
analysis of the state of evidence is helpful in inspiring such additional work. 
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